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This book builds on the excellent foundations laid by the first European edition of
Management Accounting by willie Seal. In building on these foundations and developing
this brand new second edition we have focused on the key strengths of the previous
edition while also integrating new coverage of emerging topics and new features
designed to make using and teaching with this text easier than ever.

The main changes and developments to this edition are:

■ A brand new chapter (18) that links the topics of managaement control and perform-
ance management to emerging issues in corporate governance, corporate social
responsibility and public sector managment accounting

■ Existing chapters have been supplemented with new material on service department
costing, activity-based budgeting, customer profitability analysis, and shared service centres

■ The chapter on case study analysis now includes a discussion on the use of narrative
theory in management accounting

■ There are new case studies and more end-of-chapter questions, many of which are
from recent professional exam papers

■ The main currency employed in the book is the pound sterling but there are more
examples based on the euro

■ Each chapter now starts with a Concepts in Context box which locates the main
themes of the chapter in a practical setting

■ Many of the end of chapter self-assessment questions, problems and cases now have
suggested timings so that students know how long they should be spending on
them, and lecturers can use them to set as examination practice.

Other key features
Superior pedagogy
The book includes a full suite of pedagogical learning tools designed to make teaching
and learning stimulating and efficient, all presented in a visually impressive format. In
each chapter you will find: Learning Objectives, Focus on Current Practice
vignettes, Key Terms, Summaries, Questions, Exercises, Problems and Cases.
There are also Management Accounting in Action vignettes, worked Examples,
Group Exercises and Internet Exercises. At the back of the book you will find a
full Bibliography to make reading around the subject easy.

Comprehensive coverage
With complete coverage of core technical material and emerging issues, this text per-
fectly balances the need to combine practical understanding with deeper explanations
of how managment accounting remains relevant and compelling in an ever-changing
world.

Accessible style
Written in a style that makes learning interesting and understanding easy, Management
Accounting takes a highly refreshing approach to its subject ensuring its popularity with
lecturerse and students alike.

Preface
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Online resources
The book is supported by an excellent online learning centre with self-test ques-
tions for the students and tutor downloads including lecturer’s notes, a test bank of
multiple choice questions, power-point slides and solutions to all questions and cases.
A brand new feature for this edition’s Online Learning Centre is Excel based problems,
which give students the opportunity to solve problems from the book using excel
worksheets – thus developing practical computing and accountancy skills in tandem.

xviiPreface
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Guided tour

— A/W to come —

— A/W to come —

— A/W to come —

— A/W to come —

Concepts in Context
Each chapter opens with a concepts in context box, intro-
ducing you to the topic to follow and grounding the
chapter concepts in real life terms. 

Exhibits
Each chapter includes a host of 4-colour exhibits, illus-
trating the concepts you need to know and the techniques
you need to learn.

Learning Objectives
Each chapter opens with a set of learning objectives, summarizing what
readers should learn from each chapter.

Focus on Current Practice 
These lively mini-examples illustrate precisely how management
accounting theory affects companies.
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xixGuided tour

— A/W to come —

— A/W to come —

— A/W to come —

Key Terms
These are highlighted throughout the chapter, and defi-
nitions are provided at the end of each chapter. A full
glossary also features at the back of the book.

End of Chapter Assessment Material
Each chapter has a wealth of assessment material designed
to make learning and self-testing easy and fun. You will
find the following features in most chapters:

■ Review problems ■ Exercises

■ Review solutions ■ Problems

■ Questions ■ Cases

Summary
This briefly reviews and reinforces the main topics you will have covered
in each chapter to ensure you have acquired a solid understanding of
the key topics.
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Online Learning Centre

Technology to enhance 
teaching and learning

After completing each chapter, log on to the supporting Online Learning Centre
website. Take advantage of the study tools offered to reinforce the material you have
read in the text, and to develop your knowledge of management accounting in a fun
and effective way.

Resources for students include:

■ Self-test questions

■ Internet exercises

■ Excel exercises 

■ Case studies

■ Glossary

■ Web links

Also available for lecturers:

■ Powerpoint slides 

■ Exercise solutions 

■ Lecture Manual

■ Group Exercises

■ Artwork

■ Case solutions

For lecturers: Primis Content Centre

If you need to supplement your course with additional cases or content, create a per-
sonalized e-Book for your students. Visit www.primiscontentcenter.com or e-mail
primis_euro@mcgraw-hill.com for more information.

Visit www.mcgraw-hill.co.uk/textbooks/seal today!
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xxiTechnology to enhance teaching and learning

Study Skills
We publish guides to help you study, research, pass exams and write
essays, all the way through your university studies.

Visit www.openup.co.uk/ss/ to see the full selection and get £2 dis-
count by entering promotional code study when buying online!

Computing Skills
If you’d like to brush up on your computing skills, we have a range
of titles covering MS Office applications such as Word, Excel,
PowerPoint, Access and more. 

Get a £2 discount off these titles by entering the promotional code
app when ordering online at www.mcgraw-hill.co.uk/app
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